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The Fix 
A case of déjà vu? 
by Stuart Gray, Portfolio Manager and Head of Credit, Fixed Income 
 
 
The peak of the Global Financial Crisis was less than six years ago so the pain suffered should still be 
fresh in the memories of credit investors.  Investors could not make the same mistakes again.  Or could 
they?  This paper aims to highlight the increasing risk in credit assets, while not identical to those prior to 
the GFC, bear a very strong resemblance.  In highlighting what we see as mispriced risk, we conclude by 
considering how this impacts our thinking in terms of managing fixed income portfolios. 
 
The finger of blame is often pointed at the US sub-prime mortgage market as the prime cause of the GFC.  
However the basic conditions that impacted credit markets during the GFC to occur were: 
 
 Monetary policy was too accommodative for an extended timeframe and as a result credit was cheap 

and freely available; 
 Complexity and leverage was added to investment products to satisfy investor yield requirements (eg 

CDO’s); and 
 Investors ignored valuations and fundamentals because ‘it was different this time’. 
 
All of these factors are evident in credit markets today.  Below we look at each of these factors in turn to 
understand their impact in the current environment. 
 
Extremely low interest rates 

Arguably one of the contributing factors to the GFC was low interest rates.  The US Federal Reserve 
reduced rates in early 2001 to offset the effects of the bursting of the tech bubble and the September 11 
terrorist attacks.  The low interest rates coupled with excess liquidity from Asian countries deploying 
trading surpluses provided an environment that encouraged credit investors to search for a return on their 
investment.  The hunt for yield was on.  Chart 1 shows low US interest rates coincident with declining 
credit spreads though increasing rates don’t necessarily cause spreads to widen. 
 
Chart 1 

 
Source: Datastream 
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Today yields in the US Europe, Japan and the UK are effectively at 0% with QE adding further policy 
accommodation.  Globally the total amount of cash coming from central bank stimulus programs out into 
financial markets is well over US$5tn1. Yields at an effective zero interest rate has forced investors to seek 
yield from riskier assets such as credit, which in turn has tightened credit spreads close to pre-crisis levels. 
Chart 2 shows the current level of spreads relative to history. 
 
Chart 2: 

 
Source: Datastream 
 
Not enough yield?  Just add leverage 
Invariably, as credit spreads tighten investors look to how they can earn their target yield.  Normally it starts off 
simply by “going out the curve” or “going down in quality” then we start seeing leverage used to enhance yields.  
All of these yield enhancement methods happened in the lead up to the GFC and they are happening again 
today. 
 
Moving out the curve simply means selling a short maturity bond to buy a longer maturity bond.  It improves the 
yield on the bond but just as longer duration increases interest rate risk it also adds to credit risk.  
 
Moving down in quality involves a move up in risk as default risks rise.  The difference in risk between 
investment grade and sub-investment grade is evident when looking at historical default rates.  Over a 5 
year period an average of just over 1% of investment grade companies default while 16% of sub-
investment grade companies will default2. Over half of all Issuers are now sub-investment grade as Chart 
3 demonstrates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
1  Numbers are based on US Fed Funds data, BoE QE programmes totalling GBP375bn, BoJ FX protection (US$60bn), 
Commercial bank current account balance increase (US$126bn), asset purchase programme increase (US$55bn) and then 
Abenomics Asset purchase programme increase  ofUS$1.4tn. 
2 S&P Global Corporate Average  Cumulative Default Rates (1981 – 2013) 
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Chart 3:  

 
 
The proportion of bonds issued by companies rated CCC (one of the lowest ratings a company can be 
given) is also growing.  On average over a 5 year period 47% of CCC issuers default.3 
 
Chart 4 

 
 
I’ve been quoting average default rates but when the market has been awash with cash seeking 
investments even poor companies have been able to access debt. Since 2002 the default rate for a B 
rated company is less than half the average since 1970 (refer Chart 5 below).  Abnormally low default 
rates along with a stimulatory central bank have likely built up an unsustainable view of risk in the high 
yield market.  
 
 
 
3. S&P Global Corporate Average Cumulative Default Rates (1981 – 2013) 
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Chart 5 

 
Source: Moodys 
 
The move into highly structured and highly levered securities is increasing with CLO4 issuance increasing. 
These are typically levered 10 times with some lenders prepared to investors in these securities at a 
further 10 times leverage (resulting in an effective 100 times leverage). Demand for CLO’s is approaching, 
and possibly surpassing demand prior to the GFC (Chart 6). Similarly LBO5 leverage is increasing with 
2014 deals running debt at 6.5 times EBITDA, surpassed only by 2007’s 7.1 times leverage.   
 
Chart 6 

 
 
4. CLO means Collateralised Loan Obligation, essentially a leverage pool of corporate loans 
5. LBO means Leveraged Buy Out. 
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Declining lending standards 

Another way for investors to earn a higher yield is to loosen their lending standards.  This involves 
removing or watering down some clauses in the bond documents that provide protection to the investor in 
return for retaining a higher yield.  These bonds are known as Covenant Lite bonds.  Another similar bond 
product goes by the name of Payment in Kind or PIK bonds where if the issuer can’t pay you with cash 
they give you more bonds.  Covenant Lite and PIK bonds are issued by sub-investment grade companies 
(keeping in mind 16% of sub-investment grade issuers will default over a 5 year period).  Issuance levels 
of these bonds are well in excess of the level seen in the period up to 2008. 
 
Chart 7  

 
Chart 8 

 
Source: Deutsche Bank Fundamental Credit Strategy 
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Investor behaviour – it’s the marginal credit buyer that moves markets 

In the lead up to the GFC CDO’s and CLO’s were the marginal buyer of credit product pushing spreads to 
unsustainably tight levels.  Then during the GFC as the structures were unwound they pushed credit 
spreads wider.  Post the GFC the marginal buyer of credit has been US based mutual funds and 
exchange traded credit funds.  This sector has doubled in size since 2008.  If there is a rush of money 
exiting these funds there may be a shortage of buyers on the other side resulting in a substantial widening 
of credit spreads. 
 
Chart 9 

 
Source: ICI, NY Fed, Bloomberg, Haver Analytics, Citi Research 
 
Implications for fixed interest portfolio management 

The combination of factors shows how easily the pain investors felt five or so years ago risks being 
forgotten in the chase to find yield.  The distortions in markets from central bank programs designed to 
kick start economies may well have created the conditions for the next financial crisis.  What will cause 
markets to turn is difficult to say, however the pre-conditions are building. 
 
In terms of our fixed income strategies, we believe that responding to these risks will be key to 
successfully navigating through the current environment.  We are addressing these risks in several ways: 
 
 reducing high yield exposure;  
 moving up in quality; 
 moving shorter in maturity; 
 using current strong demand to sell into, not buy;and 
 ensuring portfolios have sufficient liquidity. 
  

Disclaimer 

Opinions, estimates and projections in this article constitute the current judgement of the author as of the date of this article.  
They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Schroder Investment Management Australia Limited, ABN 22 000 443 274, 
AFS Licence 226473 ("Schroders") or any member of the Schroders Group and are subject to change without notice.  In 
preparing this document, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and 
completeness of all information available from public sources or which was otherwise reviewed by us.  Schroders does not 
give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is contained in this article. Except 
insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded, Schroders and its directors, employees, consultants or any 
company in the Schroders Group do not accept any liability (whether arising in contract, in tort or negligence or otherwise) 
for any error or omission in this article or for any resulting loss or damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential or 
otherwise) suffered by the recipient of this article or any other person.  This document does not contain, and should not be 
relied on as containing any investment, accounting, legal or tax advice.   
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